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Beatrice Barbier-Brice 
IS A QUALIFIED MEDIATOR (Junior Mediator)

General Information

Beatrice started her career as a commercial lawyer (“Avocat”) in Paris in 1997. She holds a Diploma in English Law (University of Kent at Canterbury) and a Master in
International Business Law (University of Paris V).  She has great expertise in the drafting and negotiation of international contracts and managing commercial disputes,
developed in part during her 8 years working as an associate lawyer with the international law firm Eversheds (Paris office).  In 2006, she trained as a mediator with the
Centre of Mediation and Arbitration of Paris (CMAP).  Since then she has developed a passion for mediation and decided to become an accredited UK civil and commercial
mediator, as well as a workplace and employment mediator with the London School of Mediation (LSM). She is a member of the Civil Mediation Council (CMC).

 

Why choose Beatrice?

- Extensive international experience

Beatrice has always worked in an international environment, being used to manage cultural differences around the negotiation table.

Beatrice is happy to assist you with any civil, commercial, workplace and employment disputes including any Anglo-French or international disputes.

She can mediate in either English or French.

- Flexible, hard working and passionate about conflict resolution

Beatrice has been based in London since 2007, but can travel outside the UK for any mediation.

She is always happy to help regardless of the amount of the dispute.

Please feel free to contact Beatrice to discuss your case.

 

Areas of expertise

She has a particular expertise in the following areas:

- Cross-border transactions and disputes;

- Commercial agreements: Services agreements, Sale and Purchase agreements, Joint ventures, Franchising, Distribution agreements, Commercial agents;

- Intellectual property and trademark issues;

- Employment and workplace disputes;

- Data protection.

 

Outside work

Married with 3 children, Beatrice enjoys good food and travelling around the world.
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